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Abstract. Spherical tokamaks (STs) have been shown to possess properties desirable

for a fusion power plant such as achieving high plasma β and having increased vertical

stability. To understand their confinement properties in a reactor relevant regime a

1GW fusion power spherical tokamak plasma equilibrium was analysed using linear

gyrokinetics to determine the type of micro-instabilities that arise. Kinetic ballooning

modes (KBMs) and micro-tearing modes (MTMs) are found to be the dominant

instabilities. The parametric dependence of these linear modes was determined and

from the insights gained, the equilibrium was optimised to find a regime marginally

stable to all micro-instabilities. This work indicates the physics needed to perform

transport modelling in high β ST regimes such as for STEP.

1. Introduction

Understanding the confinement of tokamak plasmas in reactor relevant regimes is critical

in the design of future fusion power plants. Scaling laws, such as the ITER98 IPB(y,2)

[1] and the Petty08 [2] are often used as a metric for the quality of confinement. Both

of these laws describe the confinement of existing conventional tokamaks equally well

but extrapolate quite differently to reactor relevant regimes. For example, for the ITER

baseline scenario the 98 scaling predicts τ98 = 3.7s, but Petty predicts an increased value

of τPetty = 4.6s. Furthermore, they have been based off of existing tokamak data, which

would not account for additional physics relevant in burning plasma regimes. These

metrics can be used for ballpark estimates in confinement, but in reality the confinement

is largely set by neoclassical and turbulent transport and reliable predictions should be

based on first principle models for these. Gyrokinetics has proven to be a useful tool in

diagnosing the source of turbulence and has been able to match experimental fluxes with

reasonable success [3–5]. Applying linear gyrokinetics to a high β ST regime will provide

an insight into the modes that may arise. This work aims to identify the linear micro-

stability of a 1GW fusion power ST plasma equilibrium and highlight the necessary
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physics that needs to be captured in a transport model. This is especially critical for

the design of ST reactor designs such as STEP.

In Section ??, a non-inductive scenario is developed using SCENE [6], a fixed

boundary Grad-Shafranov solver. Section 3, the dominant instabilities of a core flux

surface was determined using linear GS2 illustrating the nature of the modes that need

to captured in a transport model. Section 4 explores the impact of different equilibrium

parameters on these modes. With the insights gained here, Section 5 examines different

global plasma parameters that can be modified to achieve a more stable equilibrium. An

equilibrium marginally to all the micro-instabilities is found and the feasibility of such

an equilibrium is discussed. Appendix Appendix B discusses the explores the cause of

stability in the electron scale region and Appendix Appendix A compares the predictions

made by CGYRO and GS2 for this equilibrium showing them to be in good agreement.

2. 1GW Fusion power spherical tokamak scenario

This plasma equilibrium was designed with a fusion power over 1GW as this was assumed

to be sufficient to provide net electricity. In SCENE several global plasma parameters are

specified such the the current going through the central column (which sets the vacuum

magnetic field), the total plasma current and the plasma boundary. Furthermore, the

the temperature and density profiles are specified, though no transport models inform

these profiles. The feasibility of the profiles could be tested by calculating the heat and

particle sources required for a given transport model.

SCENE solves the equilibrium consistent with the neoclassical currents such as the

bootstrap and diamagnetic current, returning the amount of auxiliary current needed

to provide the total plasma current requested. The shape of auxiliary current profile is

set by the user such that they can enforce the auxiliary current to driven on or off the

magnetic axis.

A major radius of 2.5m was set and an aspect ratio of 1.67 allows sufficient space

for the centre column to carry Irod = 30MA, generating 2.4T on axis. A plasma current

of Ip = 21MA provides a βN = 5.5, which satisfies MHD stability constraints with a

given q profile. The elongation was set to κ = 2.8, inline with aspect ratio scalings from

NSTX [7] and the triangularity of δ = 0.55 is consistent with poloidal field coils. The

pedestal was designed to be similar to ITER’s where pedestal top occurs at ρψ = 0.9

with a temperature height of Tped = 5keV [8]. A small amount of density peaking was

specified such that ne,ped/ne0 = 0.9. Using an “ITER-like” pedestal may not be valid

in this regime as there is evidence that the pedestal width and height scales differently

in STs [9] so this needs to be further examined with a pedestal model such as EPED,

but is not expected to influence our results on the core plasma stability. The core

temperature was set to 28keV with the Te = Ti. The density was then scaled up such

that Pfus > 1GW . These profiles are shown in Figure 1a. The resulting equilibrium is

outlined in Table 1, with Figure 1b illustrating the flux surfaces.

The auxiliary current profile was set to be primarily off axis which reduced the
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internal inductance li to help with vertical stability, with a small amount necessary on

axis to fill the hole in the bootstrap current. From Table 1, it can be seen that 8.2MA

of auxiliary current was necessary for a non-inductive scenario. Using NUBEAM [10]

an NBI configuration was identified capable of driving the required current. For the on

axis current, an 8MW 1MeV beam was necessary and 86MW 500keV for the off axis

current.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: a) Electron density and temperature profiles and b) flux surfaces of the baseline

equilibrium.

To begin with the dominant instabilities will be examined on a core flux surface where ρψ =
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Parameter Value Motivation

Rmaj (m) 2.5 Power loading to the wall

a (m) 1.5 Allow space for centre column

R0 (m) 3.15 Magnetic axis position - output from SCENE

Irod (MA) 30.0 MHD stability

Ip (MA) 21.0 Trade-off between confinement and current drive

Iaux (MA) 8.2 Output from SCENE

Pfus(MW ) 1100 Pnet > 0

Paux(MW ) 94 NUBEAM

κ 2.8 Limits based off of NSTX data

δ 0.55 PF coil configuration

H98, HPetty 1.35, 0.94 Confinement determined by Petty scaling law (output)

Te0, 〈Te〉(keV ) 28.0, 14.8 Current drive efficiency

ne0, 〈ne〉(×1020m−3) 1.72, 1.54 Ensure Pfus = 1.1GW given Te assumption

fGW 0.54 Ensure Pfus = 1.1GW given Te assumption

li 0.27 Maximise elongation

βN 5.5 Output from SCENE - MHD stable

q0 2.51 Avoid sawteeth/NTM/internal kink modes

Table 1: Basic plasma parameters for this baseline scenario and the reasoning behind

them.

ψ/ψLCFS = 0.5 with ψLCFS being the poloidal flux at the last closed flux surface. Once the nature of

the modes is identified, the parametric dependence of these modes will be determined which, in turn,

will inform design choices that will help stabilise the equilibrium. Two other flux surfaces at ρψ = 0.3

and 0.7 were briefly examined to see if similar modes arise.

2.1. Equilibrium parameters

A Miller parameterisation [11] was used to model this equilibrium as it allows for easier cross-code

validation, with the parameters outlined in Table 2. The fit of the flux surface and poloidal field

are shown in Figures 3a and 3b respectively. The Miller fit and the equilibrium are in agreement.

Simulations were conducted using the full numerical equilibrium and it was found to agree with the

Miller simulations.

2.1.1. Numerical set-up Convergence tests in GS2 indicated that 128 θ points per poloidal

revolution, 8 energy grid points and 16 un-trapped grid points in pitch angle‡ was sufficient to resolve

the modes seen here. Two species were simulated, a thermal deuterium and electron species. The

impact of including tritium, impurities and fast ions is left as future work. The normalisation used

here was that from CGYRO [12] where ky = nq/r which is normalised to ρs = cs
eBunit/mDc

. Here

cs =
√
Te/mD and Bunit = q/r∂ψ/∂r. This also leads to a different definition of normalised β where

βe,unit = neTe

B2
unit

. It should be noted that this isn’t the normalisation used in GS2, but was chosen to

allow for easier comparison to CGYRO in appendix Appendix A.

‡ In GS2 the number of trapped grid points in pitch angle is given by nθ/2 + 1.
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Parameter ρψ = 0.3 ρψ = 0.5 ρψ = 0.85

r/a 0.50 0.66 0.89

Rmaj/a 1.88 1.79 1.66

ne20 (m−3) 1.60 1.51 1.44

Te(keV ) 17.8 12.2 5.8

a/Ln 0.26 0.43 0.56

a/LT 1.86 2.77 3.50

∆ -0.52 -0.57 -0.47

q 3.42 4.30 5.53

ŝ 0.69 0.78 1.22

κ 3.23 3.03 2.84

sκ -0.17 -0.14 -0.06

δ 0.40 0.45 0.47

sδ 0.16 0.19 0.26

βe 0.27 0.15 0.06

βe,unit 0.023 0.012 0.0035

ρ∗ 0.0019 0.0014 0.00075

νei(cs/a) 0.0085 0.017 0.068

γdia(cs/a) 0.04 0.08 0.12

Table 2: Plasma and Miller parameters for 3 flux

surfaces, ρψ = 0.3, 0.5 & 0.85 for the equilibrium in

Table 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Miller fit shown for ρψ =

0.5 surface showing the a) flux

surface contour and b) the poloidal

field

3. Identifying the important instabilities

3.1. Dominant instabilities

The prevailing instabilities of the ρψ = 0.5 surface at an initial ballooning angle of θ0 = 0 are shown in

Figure 3. Three different types of modes were found; in the very long wavelength region when ky < 0.6,

MTMs were found which will be illustrated by filled orange triangles. At slightly shorter wavelengths,

but still at the ion scale where 0.1 < ky < 2.0, KBMs were found, denoted by hollow blue circles.

Finally as the electron scale is approached between 3.0 < ky < 6.0, another MTM is found shown by

filled magenta squares, though this will be shown to be different in nature to the low ky MTMs. The

figure markers for each type of mode will be kept consistent throughout this work, to easier allow for
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identification of different modes. Furthermore, a hollow data point will correspond to an even parity φ

eigenfunctions and a filled data point to an odd parity mode.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that dominant mode transitions from the MTMs to the KBMs,

with the MTMs being subdominant above ky = 0.14. Co-existing MTMs and KBMs have been seen

before in simulations of JET, DIII-D, MAST and NSTX plasmas [13–17]. Nonlinear simulations will be

necessary to determine their relative contributions to the total turbulent transport. Normally it would

be necessary to have an eigensolver to resolve these modes, but in GS2 it is possible to enforce an odd

or even φ eigenfunction. This allows for usage as a pseudo-eigensolver to determine the dominant odd

or even eigenmode. It should be noted that an odd φ eigenfunction doesn’t ensure the MTM is found,

just that the mode found will have odd parity. The eigenfunctions of these modes are shown in Figure

4.

Figure 3: Eigenvalues of the instabilities for the ρψ = 0.5 surface of the baseline

equilibrium calculated by GS2. The hollow marker denotes an even parity eigenfunction

and a filled marker an odd eigenfunction. Note the log scale.

In this work an MTM will refer to any electron direction mode that has field line tearing. MTMs

are generally identified with an even parity A|| eigenfunction which is symmetric about θ = 0 (with φ

being odd). However this does not guarantee tearing and a more precise definition can be used that

quantifies this. A mode is tearing if the perturbation results in a field line that does not return to the

equilibrium flux surface. This can be characterised using the following equation [18–20]

Ctear =
|
∫
A||dl|∫
|A|||dl

(1)

which
∫
dl corresponds to an integral along the field line. Ctear = 1 corresponds to a purely

tearing mode and Ctear = 0 has purely twisting parity. This low ky MTM has a Ctear = 0.7 indicating

that this is indeed a predominantly tearing mode.

The perturbations in A|| allow for a magnetic island to form across which particles can move

freely. When several islands begin to overlap, the electrons are free to move along the perturbed fields

lines off of their equilibrium flux surface. This can result in significant electron heat transport and is

given as a potential reason for the high ratio of Ti/Te often seen in STs [21, 22].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Eigenfunctions for the MTM at ky = a) 0.1, b) 0.35, c) the KBM at ky = 0.35,

and d) the MTM at ky = 4.2 for the ρψ = 0.5 surface.

The eigenfunctions of the MTM at ky = 0.1 is shown in Figure 4a. The eigenfunctions have been

normalised to the maximum value of |φ|, indicating that the A|| fluctuation is significantly larger than

the electrostatic fluctuations at θ = 0. Furthermore, these MTMs were found without B|| fluctuations

which is typical for these modes. The eigenfunction at ky = 0.35 is shown in Figure 4b and it is

significantly less extended compared to the ky = 0.1 mode shown in Figure 4a, given that k|| ∝ ky.

Interestingly, these MTMs were unstable with only A|| (both φ and B|| turned off), adiabatic ions,

and without contributions from the trapped particles. This indicates that the important physics lies

within the passing electrons. Moreover, these MTMs required collisions suggesting their relevance in

the drive of these modes. Furthermore, if the ∇B and curvature drifts were turned off the mode went

stable even if the drive for these MTMs was increased, suggesting it wouldn’t exist in a slab geometry.

This differentiates it from the MTMs derived in Drake et al [23] which assumed no toroidal effects,

though Rafiq et al [24] performed a similar derivation including these effects.

There appears to be two scales at work here, a broad oscillation in θ, and a much narrower

oscillation in θ which corresponds to a single poloidal revolution due to the equilibrium variation. With

such extended modes, the parallel electron dynamics will be playing an important role as the ions

would not be able to travel that far down the field line due to their lower velocity. The extended

nature of the mode in ballooning space required a parallel domain from −71π → 71π, corresponding
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to kx = ky ŝθ = 26.1. Even linearly resolving such modes becomes computationally expensive. This

suggests that nonlinear simulations may require going out to electron scales in kx, indicating the

potential challenge of fully resolved nonlinear simulations. Similar extended MTM eigenfunctions have

been seen in simulations of MAST and NSTX discharges [25, 26].

There are several mechanisms that can drive a MTM. The first is from a parallel thermal force

arising from the different frictional forces experienced by electrons travelling in opposite directions along

a temperature gradient. This generates a parallel current which in turn generates a perturbation in A||
[27]. It was found that this mechanism could be examined in different limits and in the collisionless

regime (νee < ω) this thermal force vanishes [23]. For this equilibrium, νee = 0.017cs/a, which is well

below the mode frequency where ω ∼ 0.5cs/a, suggesting this mechanism is not expected to be relevant.

Another mechanism proposed by Catto & Rosenbluth is where electrons close to the trapped-

passing boundary can easily scatter across it, which increases the effective collisionality allowing for a

destabilising current driving the tearing instability. This is valid when νee < εω [28], which is satisfied

in this collisionality regime.

Both of these descriptions require a finite collisionality. However, this is not a complete

description of MTMs as there are cases where the MTMs don’t follow these two descriptions [29]. For

example, collisionless MTMs have been found [30–32], though the mechanisms here are not completely

understood.

The KBM eigenfunction, shown in Figure 4c, is significantly less extended compared to the low

ky MTM, only extending a single poloidal revolution. The B|| perturbation has a significant amplitude

and without B||, these KBMs are not driven unstable which has been seen before in high β NSTX-

like simulations [33]. This KBMs are completely ballooning as they had Ctear = 0.0. Traditionally,

KBMs drive similar levels of electron and ion heat transport as well as significant particle transport

differentiating them from MTMs [34].

From 3.0 < ky < 7.0, a higher ky MTMs is seen with the eigenfunction at ky = 4.2 shown in

Figure 4d. This mode is also tearing as Ctear = 0.5. These are much less extended than the MTMs seen

at lower ky but further indicate that multi-scale nonlinear simulations may be necessary. Again, B||
has little effect on these modes. Above ky = 7.0 all the modes were found to be stable which suggests

that ETG-like modes may not be significant for this equilibria. The cause of the stability is examined

in more detail in Appendix Appendix B.

3.2. Impact of flow shear

Flow shear has been shown to stabilise turbulence by shearing the modes. Linearly this corresponds

to adding a kx time dependence to the modes. The effectiveness of flow shear stabilisation can thus

be determined by examining how the stability varies with θ0, as kx = ky ŝθ0 as flow shear will act to

advect the mode through θ0 [35].

A scan was done from θ0 = −π → π at ky = 0.35 to determine the impact of flow shear on the low

ky modes. It is only possible to force an odd or even solution when the system is up-down symmetric,

so only the dominant mode can be examined with GS2 initial value simulations when θ0 6= 0.

Figure 5a illustrates how the KBM growth rate is very sensitive to θ0 and is quickly stabilised

as θ0 moves away from zero. This suggests that flow shear will help to stabilise the KBMs and act to

increase their critical gradient.

However, Figure 5a shows the MTM growth rate is largely unaffected by variations in θ0 implying

that flow shear would have little impact on the mode. The eigenfunction for θ0 = π is shown in

Figure 5b and the same MTM structure is seen. Even when the mode is on the inboard side where the

curvature is good, the mode is unstable. This indicates that the drifts reversal, which can occur at the

outboard side, may not impact these modes.

These results demonstrate that there is a balance between KBMs and MTMs in this region. A

small amount of flow shear will reduce the impact the KBM has on the transport as the mode will

spend very little time in the region that is KBM unstable. However, the MTM which persists across

θ0, will likely contribute significantly to the fluxes regardless of flow shear. This is illustrated in Figure
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5: a) θ0 scan for ky = 0.35 showing the narrow narrow nature of the KBM and

the unaffected MTMs. b) The MTM eigenfunction when θ0 = π. c) Effective growth

rate when including flow shear where the vertical black line represents the diamagnetic

flow shear γdia.

5c, where γE×B is included for this simulation. The vertical dashed black line shows diamagnetic flow

shear level γdia [25]. With no flow shear the effective growth rate (black circles) is that of the KBM’s

growth rate γ = 0.093cs/a. This is stabilised to some extent by a small amount of flow shear, but the

effective growth rate remains at the MTM’s level of γ ≈ 0.04cs/a.

This type of scan was then repeated for the high ky MTM. Figure 6a illustrates this MTM has

a narrow peak in γ around θ0 = 0, indicating that it will also be stabilised by a small amount of flow

shear.

However, a different tearing parity mode appears at θ0 = ±π that rotates in the ion diamagnetic

direction but has an odd parity φ about θ0 = π. The eigenfunction is shown in Figure 6b and it has

Ctear = 0.9, making it more tearing than the MTM situated around θ0 = 0. This is labelled as an

iMTM (grey filled hexagons) and a tearing ion direction mode has not been reported in the literature

before (to the best of the author’s knowledge), especially one that has a maximum growth rate on the

inboard side. This highlights the exotic nature of this equilibrium.

Between 0.1π < |θ0| < 0.7π, both modes are stable. Including flow shear will move the modes

through the stable region, resulting in a lower overall growth rate. Figure 6c shows that the inclusion
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6: a) θ0 scan of the dominant mode at ky = 4.2, b) eigenfunction for the inboard

iMTM and c) effective growth rate with E×B shear. The vertical black line shows γdia.

of flow shear reduces the effective growth, even for very low values of γE×B , such that at diamagnetic

levels of flow shear the mode is close to stable. A γ/k2⊥ argument would suggest that the impact of

these MTMs on the total transport may not be significant.

This motivates the equilibrium being modified such that the low ky MTMs are stabilised given

that the KBMs and high ky MTMs will likely be stabilised by flow shear.

4. Parametric dependence of micro-instabilities

The rest of this work aims to understand what drives these modes such that the equilibrium can be

re-designed to help stabilise them. The parametric dependence of the linear modes will be determined

which will help identify which plasma parameters are relevant for these modes and should be the focus

of optimisation. Using this information it will be possible to determine a route to stabilising the low ky
MTMs while assuming the KBMs and high ky MTMs aren’t driven significantly more unstable, so that

they can be largely ignored when optimising the equilibrium. An important open question, beyond

the scope of this work, is how the plasma transitions from a state where the KBM is dominant to one

where the MTM is dominant, and the impact on the transport.
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4.1. Impact of kinetic profiles

In SCENE, the density and temperature profiles are prescribed, meaning the main transport assumption

is quantified via the H98 and HPetty scaling laws. This sub-section will investigate the impact the kinetic

profiles will have on the modes found thus far. Changing the kinetic profiles will change the kinetic

gradients a/Ln and a/LT , so the impact of these needs to be quantified to identify desirable operating

scenarios. In this section the electron and ion temperature gradient will be independently changed to

explore their impact on the KBMs and MTMs. Next the density gradient of the electrons and ions will

be scanned together such that quasi-neutrality is maintained.

In the gyrokinetic equation, the pressure gradient appears in two separate terms, the equilibrium

pressure gradient (used to define the perpendicular drift velocity) and the gradient drive term. Usually

in gyrokinetic codes, it is possible to define these terms independently allowing for the impact of those

terms to be isolated. In GS2 the equilibrium pressure gradient is defined by β′e,unit ≡ −βe,unita/Lp
where a/Lp =

∑
s

nsTs

nrefTref
(a/LTs+a/Lns). The kinetic gradients for each species are defined separately

and for a fully consistent calculation these two terms should match. In this section the equilibrium was

maintained by keeping β′e,unit fixed, whilst inconsistently changing the kinetic gradients, allowing for

the impact of the kinetic gradients to be isolated§.
Changing the density and temperature profiles will also impact the collisionality as ν∗ ∝ ns/T 2

s , so

a higher density, lower temperature scenario will have a higher collisionality. Furthermore, the impact

of impurities and fast ions will be important. This work won’t include an impurity species, but will

investigate the impact Zeff has on these modes. Examining the impact of fast ions such as fusion α’s

is left as future work.

4.1.1. Electron Temperature gradient The impact of the electron temperature gradient was

examined by scanning from a/LTe = 0 → 7.0 at ky = 0.35. It is expected that this will have a

significant impact on all the modes seen thus far, as MTMs are traditionally driven unstable by the

electron temperature gradient and KBMs are driven unstable by the total pressure gradient. The

eigenvalues are shown in Figure 7a, with the reference equilibrium value shown with the vertical black

dashed line.

There appears to be a critical gradient where the KBM is completely stable at (a/LTe
)KBMcrit = 2.0,

corresponding to a/Lp = 5.63. Its growth rate increases exponentially with a/LTe which may lead to

stiff transport and if γ becomes sufficiently large then the flow shear stabilisation may not be sufficient

in suppressing the transport. The mode frequency is dropping as the temperature gradient increases.

It seems a small drop in the a/LTe would allow for the MTM to become the dominant instability.

Looking at the dominant odd eigenmode, it can be seen that there’s a critical gradient

(a/LTe)
MTM
crit = 1.0. This critical gradient may be the limiting factor on the electron temperature profile

as MTMs can drive significant electron heat flux. The mode frequency scales with the temperature

gradient and this follows predictions made by Catto and Rosenbluth [28], which predicted that the

mode frequency of an MTM is given by ωCRMTM ∼ ω∗e [1 + ηe/2] where ω∗e is the electron diamagnetic

frequency defined as ω∗e = ky(a/Lne) and ηe = (Lne/LTe). The orange dashed line shows ωCRMTM ,

indicating that this scaling fits well.

The MTM growth rate has a much weaker dependence on the a/LTe compared to the KBM and

actually appears to level out, suggesting that small changes made to the electron temperature gradient

may not have an impact on the transport. At sufficiently high gradient the MTM gets stabilised, this

has been seen before in MAST simulations [29] where MTMs also followed ωCRMTM . This was thought

to be related to a resonance with a drift frequency. If |ω| is increased sufficiently then this resonance

is disturbed and the mode becomes damped. This bifurcation could lead to a scenario where the high

temperature gradient is actually stabilising if it is possible to push through the lower gradient regime.

§ β′ is related to the parameter α often used to define the pressure gradient with α = Rq2β′ in the

infinite aspect ratio shifted circular geometry
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(a)
(b)

Figure 7: a) Examining the impact of plasma a/LTe when ky = 0.35. The dominant

even (KBM) and odd (MTM) instabilities are shown, with the KBM demonstrating

much stiffer behaviour. Note the log scale in γ. The dashed line shows the analytic

prediction ωCRMTM defined in the text. b) Eigenfunction of for the ion direction mode

(filled green stars) for a/LTe = 7.0; despite being odd parity, the mode is not tearing as

Ctear = 0.0.

However, when a/LTe > 5.0, an ion direction mode emerges that has an odd φ eigenfunction,

shown in Figure 7b. Its frequency is tending towards the KBM frequency. This however, is not a

tearing mode as it has Ctear = 0.0. This rather appears to be an odd parity KBM, which will be

labelled as an oKBM and will be represented with the filled green stars as seen in Figure 7a. This

oKBM is a higher order eigenstate of the KBM and has been seen before in steep-gradient simulations

[36]. Any quasi-linear model may need to account for this extra source of transport. Access to these

temperature gradients may be possible if these oKBMs are also stabilised by flow shear, but the level

of transport driven by the MTM must first be quantified. If this is an oKBM, it should be seen when

scanning through a/LTi.

It is expected that the high ky MTMs will be impacted by a/LTe so a similar scan is shown in

Figure 8 for ky = 4.2. Once again non-monotonic behaviour is seen. The critical electron temperature

gradient occurs at a/LTe = 1.0, similar to the lower ky MTM seen earlier. It peaks at a/LTe = 3.5 and

then begins to drop off. Significant changes would be required to stabilise this MTM, though given the

flow shear stabilisation it is not expected to play a significant role in transport.

4.1.2. Ion temperature gradient A similar scan was performed for the ion temperature gradient

by scanning from a/LTi = 0 → 7 whilst keeping the other kinetic gradients fixed. For ky = 0.35, the

KBM and MTM eigenvalues are shown in Figure 9. The KBM has a similar critical gradient to the

previous scan with (a/LTi)
KBM
crit = 2.0, as expected if the relevant parameter is a/Lp. Once again the

KBM is strongly destabilised by a/LTi and the mode frequency in this case actually increases with

a/LTi, which suggests that the KBM frequency scales like ηi/ηe.

Examining the low ky MTM, its growth rate and mode frequency are largely unaffected by a/LTi
as expected. Once again if the ion temperature gradient is pushed high enough then when a/LTi > 5.5

an oKBM appears at a similar threshold as the a/LTe scan. The high ky MTM is also unaffected by

the ion temperature gradient.

It has been found in MTM driven transport, that 98% of the heat transport can occur in the

electron channel [16]. This suggests that a/LTi will predominantly be limited by the the electron-ion
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Figure 8: Examining the impact ofa/LTe on the MTMs at ky = 4.2.

Figure 9: Examining the impact of plasma a/LT i when ky = 0.35. The dominant even

(KBM) and odd (MTM) instabilities are shown, with the KBM demonstrating much

stiffer behaviour. The oKBM is again found at high a/LT i.

exchange power assuming the KBMs is suppressed by flow shear.

4.1.3. Density gradient A density gradient scan was performed from a/Ln = −1 → 1,

corresponding to a/Lp = 3.54 → 7.54, and it can be seen from Figure 10a that when increased the

KBM is destabilised, which further supports that fact that this is a pressure gradient driven mode. The

KBM is stable when a/Ln < 0 corresponding to a/Lp = 5.54 which is similar to the critical value in

the temperature gradient scan. The mode frequency is unaffected which supports the idea that ωKBM
scales with ηi/ηe which remains unchanged in this scan. When the density gradient is negative the

KBM is stabilised and a TEM (hollow red diamonds) appears, though this is a scenario that should be

avoided.

The low ky MTM seems to be stabilised by a large |a/Ln|, which has been seen before on NSTX

[26] and on MAST [15]. This again was thought to be due to the mode frequency changing and

disrupting a resonance, though the peak growth rate here occurs as ω = 0.4cs/a and in the a/LTe scan

it occurred at ω = 0.6cs/a.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Examining the impact of a/Ln when a) ky = 0.35 and b) ky = 4.2. The

dominant even (KBMs and TEMs) and odd (MTM) instabilities are shown, with the

KBM demonstrating much stiffer behaviour.

For the high ky MTMs, the equilibrium happens to lie at the peak of the growth rate spectrum so

increasing the density gradient would help to stabilise the mode, but the effect is not as large compared

to the impact on the low ky MTMs. Given the similar behaviour as the low ky modes, similar measures

can be taken to stabilise these modes, noting that their impact on transport will not be as significant

given the flow shear stabilisation.

4.1.4. Total pressure gradient It has been shown that increasing any of the kinetic gradients

drives the KBM unstable. Assuming the KBM is driven by the total pressure gradient, if the total

pressure gradient is kept fixed a similar growth rate should be seen. However, if the temperature

gradient is exchanged for density gradient then it should be expected that the MTM will be stabilised.

This should be doubly beneficial for the stability as the drive from a/LTe is reduced and the stabilisation

from a/Ln is being increased. A scan was performed at fixed a/Lp where the density gradient was

changed from a/Ln = 0→ 1.5 and a/LTe = a/LTi was set. The eigenvalues are shown in Figure 11. It

can be seen that the MTM is indeed stabilised, and when a/Ln > 1.0, the MTM is completely stable.

This critical gradient occurs at the same value as the pure density gradient scan, indicating that

reducing the electron temperature gradient is not having an impact on the MTM growth rate. This

is explained by the “levelling” out of the MTM growth rate seen in Figure 7a during the a/LTe scan,

indicating that small changes in a/LTe will not impact these MTMs significantly.

Overall, this implies that a peaked density profile could be beneficial in reducing MTM-based

transport. The KBM is also stabilised slightly indicating it has a stronger dependence on the

temperature gradient. Moreover, this scan maintains a consistent equilibrium as the Grad-Shafranov

equation doesn’t differentiate between density and temperature when accounting for the pressure.

4.1.5. Collision Frequency The kinetic profiles were specified to generate Pfus = 1.1GW , but it

would be possible to operate at a higher density and lower temperature at the same fusion power. This

would directly impact the collisionality of the plasma given that ν∗ = νee/εωb and νee ∝ ne/T 3/2
e ‖.

MTMs are generally reported to be highly sensitive to the electron collision frequency, so a scan

was conducted from νee = 0 → 0.14cs/a and νei was consistently changed assuming Te = Ti. An

electron collision frequency of 0.14cs/a (which corresponds to ν∗ = 0.05) is rather high for reactor

‖ Due to the cs/a normalisation used, then the collision frequency parameter will actually scale like

ne/T
2
e
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Figure 11: a) A scan was performed at fixed a/Lp where the contribution of a/Ln was

varied for ky = 0.35. a/LTe = a/LT i was enforced.

relevant conditions and would be approximately at the Greenwald limit for this device. Given the high

temperatures of a reactor, it will be difficult to operate at a significantly higher collision frequency.

When examining the low ky MTM, as shown in Figure 12a, it appears that collisions are necessary

and destabilising for this mode. Note the linear scale here. Additionally, the collisions reduce the extent

of the mode in ballooning space as shown in Figure 12b where νee = 0.14cs/a. This is due to the passing

electrons undergoing a collision before they can propagate further along the field line. The reduced

extent of the mode would make nonlinear simulations easier to resolve. As the collision frequency is

dropped towards 0, the MTM growth rate tends to 0.

This suggests that the confinement will scale favourably as collisionality is reduced, aligned with

previous confinement scaling laws in STs where Bτe ∝ ν−0.82∗e [37]. One conclusion is that to reduce

the electron transport a low collisionality regime is favourable.

However, Figure 12a also shows that as the collision frequency is increased the KBM is stabilised

and a similar feature has been seen in a hybrid TEM/KBM mode in simulations of NSTX [16]. There

is a critical collision frequency at which the dominant mode switches from a KBM to a MTM and the

KBM becomes stable for νee > 0.12cs/a.

Examining the impact of collisions on the high ky MTM, it can be seen from Figure 12c that

these are collisionless MTMs, highlighting the completely different nature of these modes compared

to the longer wavelength MTMs. Collisionless MTMs have been seen before [30–32, 38], but their

mechanism is not fully understood. These are stabilised by collisions, but it appears that the impact

is not significant.

A scenario can be imagined where due to the large electron transport, the temperature gradient

will drop, stabilising the MTM. However, the lower electron gradient will also lower the temperature

and increase the collisionality which could drive the MTM even more unstable. This bootstrapping

process could result in very low plasma temperatures. Conversely, if electron heating is sufficient to

get over the peak growth rate for the MTM such that increasing a/LTe is stabilising for these MTM,

then this feedback loop is positive. This could lead to a bifurcation to a high a/LTe, high confinement

regime.

Finding an equilibrium point between the lowered a/LTe and higher νee will be critical in

determining the electron temperature. This can then in turn impact the ion temperature through

the collisional exchange power.
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(a)
(b)

(c)

Figure 12: a) Impact of collision frequency showing the dominant odd and even parity

mode for different values of νee when ky = 0.35. Note the linear scale here. b) the

eigenfunction when νee = 0.14cs/a. c) ky = 4.2

Previous work has also found Zeff to be destabilising for MTMs, via its impact on the collision

frequency as νei → Zeffνei in the Lorentz collision operator [16, 26]. The simulations conducted thus

far had Zeff = 1.0, but in reality there will be impurities and helium in the plasma, raising the Zeff.

STPP was designed with an assumed Zeff ≈ 1.6, so it is crucial to quantify the impact it may have.

A scan was performed from Zeff = 1.0 → 2.0. It should be noted that impurities were not included

in the simulation such that Zeff is being inconsistently set. This only has an impact on the collision

operator. Figure 13 illustrates the dependency on Zeff, with a doubling of Zeff causing the MTM

growth rate to increase from 0.36 → 0.51cs/a. A similar growth is seen when the collision frequency

is doubled instead where γ = 0.54cs/a, which further confirms how Zeff acts to increase the effective

collision frequency between the ions and electrons, which drives the MTM. Moreover, when removing

electron-electron collisions the mode was unaffected, further highlighting that electron-ion collisions are

the relevant drive for this MTM. Figure 13 indicates the KBM growth rate is weakly stabilised, similar

to the νee scan. In summary, any impurities in the plasma would cause a slight downshift in the MTM

critical gradient.
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Figure 13: Examining the impact of Zeff on the KBMs and MTMs for ky = 0.35 and

νee = 0.14cs/a.

4.2. Magnetic equilibria

Both MTMs and KBMs are inherently electromagnetic modes, so the total magnetic field will have

a significant impact on the modes via βe. Furthermore, there is evidence that both of these modes

are impacted by both q and ŝ, which are set by the field and current profile. Both of these were also

inputs to SCENE, so it is possible to vary the assumptions about the magnetic equilibrium to see how

to further stabilise these modes. This section will give an indication of how changing Irod, Ip and the

auxiliary current J will impact these modes.

4.2.1. Impact of βe,unit and β′e,unit The plasma β can be reduced by increasing Irod and Ip at

fixed fusion power. Increasing the central rod current is limited by the engineering limits of regular

conductors like copper and aluminium. Turning to superconductors may help to increase the toroidal

field but will complicate the design with the additional shielding required.

A scan was conducted in βe,unit = 0.0 → 0.024 at ky = 0.35, where βe,unit = 0.024 at ρψ = 0.5

approximately corresponds to a 40% drop in the field compared to the reference case in Table 2. This

must be explored carefully as changing βe,unit would in turn change β′e,unit and as mentioned previously

in GS2 it is possible to inconsistently change βe,unit and β′e,unit. Firstly β′e,unit is kept fixed at the

equilibrium value and this is shown in Figure 14a.

Looking at the even modes, when βe,unit = 0, a weakly unstable TEM appears. Above a

critical value of βe,unit = 0.01, the KBM mode becomes unstable, before it begins to saturate around

βe,unit = 0.02. Looking at the MTMs, again there is a critical β = 0.006, below which the MTM is

stable. This is driven unstable by βe,unit, but when βe,unit increases sufficiently then the oKBM is seen,

which is very sensitive to βe,unit and quickly begins to approach the KBM growth rate.

β′e,unit is used to calculate the equilibrium and has large impacts on the magnetic drifts and local

current. A scan was performed in β′e,unit at the fixed equilibrium βe,unit to isolate its impact. This

is shown in Figure 14b where it can be seen that at low β′e,unit, the KBM/oKBM are the dominant

instabilities. These are quickly stabilised and the dominant odd mode switches from an oKBM into

the MTM and the dominant even mode switches from a KBM to a weakly unstable TEM. The MTM

is not significantly affected by β′e,unit and the reason can be determined by examining the drifts.

Figure 15 illustrates how ω∇B and ωcurv are modified by changing β′e,unit. The total magnetic

drift is approximately the sum of ω∇B and ωcurv. Here a negative drift frequency corresponds to
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(a) (b)

Figure 14: Examining the impact of a) βe,unit at fixed β′e,unit and b) β′e,unit at fixed βe,unit
on the linear micro-instabilities at ky = 0.35.

“good curvature” and positive is “bad curvature”. Increasing β′e,unit makes ω∇B negative such that the

combination of the two drifts becomes stabilising on the outboard side, resulting in “good curvature”.

However, this is only significant when |θ| < π, i.e. the first poloidal revolution. For ballooning modes

like KBMs, this will be stabilising. For very extended modes, like the MTM, ω∇B is positive on the

outboard side after a single poloidal revolution meaning the stabilising effect won’t occur. Although

the MTMs are weakly stabilised by increasing β′e,unit, this suggests that the drift reversal won’t have

a significant impact. This further highlights the need to examine high β′e,unit equilibria at various

different values of θ0.

(a) (b)

Figure 15: The impact β′e,unit has on ω∇B and ωcurv. The ∇B drift is negative for the

high β′ cases when |θ| < π, which is stabilising for ballooning modes.

For the high ky MTM, Figure 16a shows a scan of changing βe,unit at fixed β′e,unit. Exceeding
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a critical βe,unit = 0.003 was found to destabilise this mode, corresponding to a 70% increase in the

field. Below this a weakly unstable TEM is seen. Figure 16b shows how changing β′e,unit impacts the

MTM which is very different to the low ky MTMs which were largely unaffected by β′e,unit. At lower

β′e,unit this MTM is stabilised, but another MTM appears at β′e,unit = 0, likely also driven unstable by

βe,unit. At β′e,unit = 0.0, this MTM has Ctear = 0.3 which is lower than that for the equilibrium β′e,unit
at θ0 = 0 which had Ctear = 0.5. However, a scenario with a very low β′e,unit and high βe,unit requires

a very low pressure gradient which is not desirable for a reactor.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 16: Examining the impact of changing a) βe,unit at fixed β′e,unit and b) β′e,unit at

fixed βe,unit and c) βe,unit and β′e,unit together on the MTMs at ky = 4.2.

To examine the relevance of this low β′e,unit MTM, a scan was done where β′e,unit and βe,unit were

changed together i.e. βe,unit = βe,unita/Lp was maintained throughout this scan. Figure 16c shows

that at sufficiently low βe,unit, the original MTM is stabilised and the new MTM does not appear.

However, an ETG mode (hollow grey upside-down triangle) appears when operating at lower βe,unit
and β′e,unit. This ETG is explored in more detail in Appendix Appendix B. But this suggests that this

low β′e,unit MTM will not be relevant.

4.2.2. Safety factor profile The q profile has a large impact on both the MHD and the micro-

stability of a reactor. Tailoring the q profile requires careful control of the auxiliary current profile so it

may be difficult to optimise it for turbulence but this section highlights how it will impact these modes.

The n = ∞ ballooning stability boundary for ideal ballooning modes is often used as an initial

indicator for the onset of KBMs [39] and in GS2 there is a module that can calculate this boundary [40].
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Figure 17 shows how this ideal stability boundary changes with q, illustrating a somewhat complicated

relation between the ideal ballooning mode and q. As q increases the stability boundary moves to high

ŝ and lower |β′|. Therefore pushing to a higher q will make access to the second stability region easier.

At sufficiently low q, the stability boundary gets pushed to higher |β′| enabling the equilibrium to lie

in the first stability region.

Figure 17: ŝ − |β′| diagram showing how the the ideal ballooning stability boundary

moves with q. The reference equilibrium value of ŝ and |β′e,unit| is shown by the magenta

cross and has q = 4.3 (green curve).

Evidently, the ideal ballooning mode is not sufficient in predicting the KBM threshold as it predicts

this equilibrium to be stable, but it can give an idea of how the KBM will behave. Figure 18a shows a

scan in q for the kinetic modes. For q < 3.0, when the equilibrium is in the first stability region, an ITG

(hollow cyan pentagons) mode is dominant but as the equilibrium enter the second stability region, the

KBM becomes the dominant instability. As q is increased the KBM peaks and then becomes stabilised

as the ideal boundary gets pushed further away from the equilibrium value. When the equilibrium is in

the second stability region then increasing q stabilises the KBM and a TEM appears, indicating that

operating at high q may help to increase the KBM critical gradient.

A scan was also conducted with ŝ and Figure 18b shows how the KBM is destabilised by increasing

ŝ, consistent with the ideal ballooning mode behaviour.

Next, the impact ŝ and q have on the MTMs is explored, and it can be expected that increasing

q will be destabilising for this MTM given that ν∗ ∝ q. To isolate the impact on the MTM and avoid

the oKBM being driven unstable, the q scan was run with νee = 0.14cs/a. Figure 19a illustrates how

there appears to be a linear relationship between q and the MTM growth rate, consistent with a ν∗
scaling. The magnetic shear dependency displays non-monotonic behaviour as shown in Figure 19b.

The impact of ŝ/q is often examined as it is related to Landau damping and field line bending.

For the MTM seen here it appears that ŝ/q has a non-monotonic behaviour, so the impact on the

turbulent transport will be difficult to predict. This has been seen before on MAST [15]. However,

there are examples where ŝ/q is stabilising for MTMs like in DIII-D [14] and counter-examples where

ŝ/q tends to be destabilising, such as on NSTX [26] attributed to higher field line bending. This further

highlights the complicated behaviour of MTMs so further work is needed to understand the dependence

on q-profile.

Figure 20a shows a scan in q for the high ky MTMs, and it can be seen that there is a peak in

the growth rate at q = 4.0, so an increased q will help to stabilise this mode. A higher Bϕ device will
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(a) (b)

Figure 18: Dominant even mode eigenvalues when changing a) q and b) ŝ for ky = 0.35.

(a) (b)

Figure 19: Dominant odd mode eigenvalues when changing a) q (at νee = 0.14cs/a) and

b) ŝ for ky = 0.35.

likely have a higher q, so the combination of lower βe,unit and higher q indicates that this mode will be

stabilised by a higher Bϕ. At very high q an iMTM mode with Ctear = 0.7 was found, though it exists

for a very narrow window. Looking at the behaviour with ŝ in Figure 20b, there is a non-monotonic

dependence similar to the lower ky MTM. However, it seems to be a weak dependence so will likely not

to be significant for this MTM.

This analysis was repeated for two different flux surfaces at ρψ = 0.3 and 0.7 and similar KBMs

and MTMs were found, indicating that these modes and the trends reported here exist robustly across

the whole equilibrium.

5. Options for stabilising the equilibrium

The previous sections have shown potential routes to stabilising the modes found so far. Two routes

are taken to see how the micro-stability is impacted. Firstly, the impact of increased toroidal field

is examined. It would also be possible to increase the plasma current, but that comes at the cost

of additional auxiliary power making net electricity more difficult to achieve so that is not examined.

Next, the impact of a more peaked density profile is considered. Each of these will indicate their relative
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(a) (b)

Figure 20: Impact of a) q and b) ŝ on the MTMs at ky = 4.2.

effectiveness at suppressing the KBMs and MTMs.

5.1. Impact of higher toroidal field

It is clear that increasing q destabilises the low ky MTM. This has some consequences on a higher Irod
design which will predominantly change Bϕ. At fixed Ip, βe,unit ∝∼ 1/B2

ϕ and q ∝∼ Bϕ, so a high field

design may have a lower βe,unit, stabilising the MTM, but the higher q may act to destabilise it.

To investigate the impact of higher field, SCENE was used to consistently generate equilibria

with a higher toroidal field. The value of Irod was increased from 30MA→ 50MA, whilst all the other

inputs were kept the same. When doing this, most of the equilibrium parameters stayed within 1% of

the baseline value. The main parameters that did change for ρψ = 0.5 were

• βe,unit : 0.012→ 0.004

• β′e,unit : −0.08→ −0.03

• q : 4.3→ 7.3

• ŝ : 0.78→ 0.70

Figure 21a illustrates this scan in Irod at ky = 0.35¶, with βe,unit shown by the dashed red

line. Firstly it is important to note that the KBM and two different MTMs were found in all of these

equilibria, suggesting that these will exist over a range of different high β ST equilibria. The KBM is

weakly stabilised by the higher rod current. It seems that the stabilisation from the lower βe,unit and

higher q is counteracted by the lower β′e,unit. For the MTM there is a very weak stabilisation as the

increased q counteracts the lower βe,unit. If Irod is sufficiently increased, as βe,unit → 0, these modes

should become stable, but Irod = 50MA is pushing the limits of engineering so going further beyond

this is unlikely to be feasible.

Examining the impact on the high ky MTM, Figure 21b shows that operating at higher field

stabilises the mode and when Irod > 40MA, consistent with the βe,unit, β
′
e,unit scan conducted in

Figure 16c. However, the ETG seen there is not destabilised in this scan.

¶ Note this is not at fixed toroidal mode number n as ρs changes with B
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(a) (b)

Figure 21: Examining the impact of a higher field device by increasing Irod for a)

ky = 0.35 and b) ky = 4.2 at ρψ = 0.5.

5.2. Impact of density peaking

The results of the previous sections suggest that the flow shear will wipe out the KBMs and the high

ky MTMs found so far. It was also demonstrated that increasing the density gradient was beneficial

in stabilising the low ky MTMs. If the a/LT is reduced whilst increasing a/Ln without changing the

fusion power, then it may be possible to design an equilibrium in which the majority of the linear

instabilities are stable.

Using this information a new equilibrium was designed in SCENE with a more peaked density

profile. A scenario was examined where ne0/〈ne〉 = 1.12 was increased to ne0/〈ne〉 = 1.58 at fixed

Pfus = 1.1GW . The pedestal height and width was kept the same. To reduce the temperature

gradient drive for the KBMs, the core temperature for both species was dropped from 28keV to 20keV .

The resulting equilibrium parameters are outlined in Table 4.

The parameters are broadly similar to the baseline case, with the exception of the density and

temperature values. There is experimental evidence from AUG and JET of achieving ne0/〈ne〉 ∼ 2.0

with sufficient NBI fuelling [41, 42], which motivates the use of an on axis NBI for heating, current

drive and particle deposition, though higher core densities will make penetration more difficult and

necessitate high beam energies resulting in low particle deposition. If this is shown not to be sufficient

then core pellet injection will need to be examined, though again at such high densities there will be

difficulties obtaining sufficient penetration.

The Miller and plasma parameters for the ρψ = 0.5 surface is detailed in Table 5. It can be seen

that many of the parameters are very similar to the baseline parameters in Table 2, with the notable

exception of the higher a/Ln and lower a/LT as expected. However, a/Lp has increased overall from

6.40 to 7.48, so it may be expected that the KBMs will be driven more unstable, though as seen in

earlier sections, this is counteracted by the increased β′e,unit. ŝ/q has increased, due to the differences

in the auxiliary, bootstrap and diamagnetic current profiles. This is expected to destabilise the KBMs

but its impact on the MTMs is less clear.

The dominant instabilities are presented in Figure 22. Similar to the baseline scenario, in

the low ky region KBMs and extended MTMs are found. However, the peak MTM growth rate is

γMTM = 0.004cs/a, significantly lower than the baseline scenario where it was γMTM = 0.04cs/a. The

KBM peak growth rate is has increased from γKBM = 0.09cs/a to γKBM = 0.19cs/a, but these modes

are still narrow in θ0 so it will be shown that again these are wiped out by flow shear. The higher ky
MTMs are also seen and have a lower growth rate reducing from 1.2cs/a to 0.9cs/a, and it is expected

that the flow shear will help to stabilise these modes as well. Finally above ky = 6, the equilibrium was
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Parameter Value

Rmaj (m) 2.5

a (m) 1.5

R0 (m) 3.05

Irod (MA) 30.0

Ip (MA) 21.0

Iaux (MA) 7.13

Pfus(MW ) 1100

Paux(MW ) 83

κ 2.8

δ 0.55

H98, HPetty 1.26, 0.83

Te0, 〈Te〉(keV ) 22.0, 14.1

ne0, 〈ne〉(×1020m−3) 2.19, 1.38

li 0.38

βN 5.13

q0 2.07

Table 4: Basic plasma parameters for the

optimised scenario

Parameter ρψ = 0.5

r/a 0.67

Rmaj/a 1.83

ne20 (m−3) 1.36

Te(keV ) 12.8

a/Ln 1.40

a/LT 2.34

∆ -0.48

q 3.14

ŝ 0.97

κ 2.87

sκ -0.11

δ 0.34

sδ 0.21

βe 0.14

βe,unit 0.013

ρ∗ 0.0014

νei(cs/a) 0.013

γdia(cs/a) 0.055

Table 5: Plasma and Miller parameters

for the ρψ = 0.5 surface of the optimised

equilibrium.

found to be completely stable, similar to the previous case. It should be noted that these modes peak

at a lower ky compared to the baseline case and this is expected as ρ∗ has not significantly changed

but the value of q is lower. Specifically, given that ky = nq/r, to find a given toroidal mode number n

at lower q, a lower ky is needed.

A simulation was run for this case with E × B flow shear at the diamagnetic level of γdia =

0.055cs/a. The effective growth rate is shown in Figure 23 and it was found that above ky = 0.2 the

equilibrium was completely stable. Below this value, the MTMs did cause a very slowly growing mode

with a growth rate O(10−3). The timescale upon which this mode will grow is sufficiently long that the

equilibrium will likely evolve before the mode becomes significant. Nonlinear simulations are required to

determine the level of driven transport but this work hints that density peaking will be favourable and

the plasma may then operate close to neoclassical levels of transport. The impact of impurities and fast

ions needs to be examined as they may drive the MTM more unstable, increasing the effective growth

rate. In particular, density peaking can lead to impurity accumulation in the core of conventional

tokamaks, which would be detrimental to the performance of a reactor. While quantifying the level of

impurity accumulation and impact on radiative losses is important, this equilibrium suggests a possible

pathway to a high performance high β ST.

The level of density peaking will be set by particle transport and fuelling. The transport for each

species can be decomposed into a diffusive term D and a convective term V , shown in Equation 2.

Γ = D
1

n

∂n

∂r
+ V (2)

The convective particle pinch term from the low ky MTMs can be examined to determine whether
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Figure 22: Dominant odd and even mode for the ρψ = 0.5 surface of the optimised

equilibrium without flow shear outlined in Table 5.

Figure 23: Effective growth rate for the ρψ = 0.5 surface of the peaked density

equilibrium with diamagnetic levels of flow shear.

it leads to outward or inward particle transport. Using linear physics it is possible to determine the

ratio of the convective pinch term V and the diffusivity D shown in Equation 2. By introducing a trace

Deuterium species and modifying the trace density gradient finding the point where Γ→ 0, the ratio of

V/D can be determined. Examining ky = 0.35 when ntrace,D/ne = 0.05, Figure 24a illustrates that zero

particle flux occurs at a/Ln = −1.56 meaning V/D = 1.04m−1. This means the particle convection

is outwards making density peaking even more difficult. The particle flux is normalised to the linear

electron heat flux and is O(10−5) so the effect may be small but will not help achieve a peaked density
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profile. A similar scan was conducted for the KBMs and they also had an outwards convection, shown

in Figure 24b. The relative size of the particle flux is O(10−2), larger than the MTMs but still quite

small overall. To achieve peaked density profiles will require further examination if this is to provide a

route to a high performance reactor.

(a)
(b)

Figure 24: Linear particle flux of a trace deuterium when scanning through the trace

density gradients for the a) MTM and b) KBM at ky = 0.35. The particle flux has been

normalised to the electron heat flux.

6. Conclusions

A spherical tokamak with 1GW of fusion power was designed and it was found that KBMs and

MTMs were the prevalent micro-instabilities in this high β ST equilibrium. Furthermore, the equilibria

examined here were found to be stable in the electron scale range where ky > 10.

Two different types of MTMs were found, a collisional MTM when ky < 0.6 and a collisionless

MTM between 3.0 < ky < 6.0. The KBMs and high ky MTMs were narrow in θ0, such that diamagnetic

levels of flow shear was sufficient in suppressing these modes. The low ky MTM, however, was unaffected

by flow shear thus is expected to be the dominant source of transport for this equilibrium. These low

ky MTM were very extended in ballooning space suggesting that they require an electron scale radial

resolution indicating potential challenge for nonlinear simulations.

The parametric dependency of these modes on different equilibrium parameters was determined

and it was found that the low ky MTMs were primarily stabilised by the density gradient, suggesting

that a peaked density profile would be beneficial to confinement. Moreover, the low ky MTMs

were destabilised by ν∗, which is consistent with previous ST experiments, indicating that a high

temperature/low density device will benefit the confinement. A complicated dependence on βe,unit,

β′e,unit and q led to the interesting result that increasing the toroidal field had little impact on micro-

stability of the low ky modes. Counter-intuitively, this suggests that a higher field device may not

improve the confinement.

An optimised equilibrium was generated with a more peaked density profile and flatter

temperature profile. With flow shear, the equilibrium was found to be marginally stable, indicating that
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operating close to neoclassical levels of transport may be feasible if such an equilibrium can be accessed.

The convective pinch term was found to be outwards for both low ky modes, meaning that achieving

density peaking without core fuelling is unlikely. Moreover, the level of impurity accumulation from

the density peaking needs to be determined as it may lead to a radiative collapse.

To quantify the level of transport driven from each of these different modes requires nonlinear

simulations or a reduced physics model capable of capturing the nonlinear properties of the different

types of modes expected to play a role on the transport. This will inform on which modes contribute

the most to the transport and thus should be prioritised in their stabilisation.
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Appendix A. Cross code validation

Given the highly exotic nature of this equilibrium, the predictions made by GS2 were compared to

CGYRO to ensure that these modes can be consistently found across codes. CGYRO is currently

unable to force and odd or even eigenmode so only the dominant instability can be examined. The

results for the ρψ = 0.5 surface outlined in Table 2 are shown in Figure A1.

Figure A1: Comparison of the eigenvalue predictions made by GS2 and CGYRO.

It can be seen that both codes are in good agreement for this case, with CGYRO finding these

MTMs with the extended mode structure, which indicates that the gyrokinetic equation is being

correctly solved and that these modes are likely to appear high β STs like STEP.
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Appendix B. Stability of electron scale region

All the equilibria examined so far were found to be stable when kyρe ∼ O(1). The STPP reactor design

was also found to be stable to electron scale modes[43]. ETG-like instabilities are generally found at the

electron scale in other tokamaks. To understand why they are stable here, different plasma parameters

were scanned as done in the Section 3.2. This section examines the un-optimised case in Table 2 for

ρψ = 0.5.

Appendix B.1. Impact of kinetic profiles

Given that ETG is expected, the impact of a/LTe was examined. Scans were for a/LTe = 5.0, 6.0 & 7.0

for a range of ky at the electron scale. The equilibrium value of a/LTe = 2.77 is well below this

temperature gradient range, illustrating the large increase in drive necessary to find any ETG. Figure

B1a shows how ETG modes can be found if the drive is sufficiently high. It can be seen that increasing

a/LTe does drive the mode seen here unstable, consistent with ETG. This shows that a significant

increase in temperature gradient would be necessary for this region of ky-space to be unstable. The

eigenfunction for ky = 35 at a/LTe = 7.0 is shown in Figure B1b. The A|| component is very small

when normalised to φ suggesting it is not significant for these ETG modes.

(a) (b)

Figure B1: a) Growth rate spectrum for high values of ky at different a/LTe. The

equilibrium value was a/LTe = 2.77. b) Eigenfunctions for ky = 35 when a/LTe = 7.0.

To examine why the critical a/LTe is high for this equilibrium other parameters will be examined.

The stability at ky = 35 will be investigated more carefully.

Appendix B.2. Impact of magnetic equilibrium

Appendix B.2.1. Impact of βe,unit and β′e,unit Earlier it was shown that an ETG appeared when

reducing βe,unit and β′unit. As they were both reduced, the high ky MTM was stabilised and an ETG

was destabilised, so it is expected that they will have an impact on the stability.

Figure B2a shows how the growth rate changes for the 3 different temperature gradients when

changing βe,unit. βe,unit is found to be destabilising to these high gradient ETG modes, up to a critical

value βe,unit = 0.02, when there is a rollover and at sufficiently high βe,unit these ETG are stabilised.

However, at the equilibrium value of a/LTe, the mode was completely stable regardless of the βe,unit.

A similar scan was conducted with β′e,unit and this appears to be a cause of the stability. Increasing

β′e,unit strongly stabilises the ETG mode, such that when β′e,unit = 0 the ETG mode is unstable even
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at the equilibrium a/LTe. This has been seen before by Roach et al [44] and is attributed to high β′

reducing the bounce average drift frequency, further suggesting the drifts appear to be an important

factor in stabilising these ETG modes. This all indicates a potential disadvantage with operating at

higher field. The resulting lower β′e,unit could destabilise the ETG modes and have a detrimental effect

on electron thermal transport.

(a) (b)

Figure B2: Impact of a) βe,unit and b) β′e,unit at different a/LTe with ky = 35.

Appendix B.2.2. Safety factor profile A critical gradient formula for ETG-like turbulence was

found by Jenko et al [45] as follows(
a

LTe

)ETG
crit

∝
(

1.3 + 1.9
ŝ

q

)
(B.1)

This was generated from simulations of a low β, conventional aspect ratio tokamak. To examine

its validity for this ST equilibrium, scans were performed in a/LTe at different values of q and ŝ to

find the critical gradient. Equation B.1 suggests that the critical gradient will increase with ŝ/q but

Figures B3a and B3b indicate this is not the case here. Performing a linear fit to these growth rates, an

estimate of the critical gradient can be made and this is shown in Figure B4. It is clear that the scaling

of Equation B.1 does not describe this regime. Rather, operating at low ŝ/q is actually beneficial to

these modes.

This indicates that the scaling laws developed by Jenko are not applicable in this regime such

that they cannot be utilised. Though this may not be of a major concern as the ETG was found to be

stable for this equilibrium as well as the optimised equilibrium.

Appendix B.3. Higher field device

When examining the impact on the higher gradient cases at ky = 35, Figure B5 shows that operating at

higher field does destabilise these ETG modes, indicating the destabilisation from β′e,unit is overcoming

the stabilisation from lower βe,unit and higher q. Nevertheless, for a/LTe = 2.77, the modes are stable,

so for this case it is not a concern. But it does highlight that operating at higher field may destabilise

ETG modes.
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